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Abstract 
Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) play a crucial role in healthcare systems, 
providing secure, comprehensive medical information and reducing errors. 
However, they are often fragmented and stored in separate databases owned 
by different institutions (e.g., hospitals, labs, clinics), posing challenges for 
healthcare professionals in sharing, preserving, and monitoring patients’ EMRs. 
To address the aforementioned challenges, this paper proposes a framework 
integrating many new emerging technologies and underscores their pivotal 
role in revolutionizing EMR systems. In particular, Hyperledger Indy em-
powers patients with complete authority over their EMRs, while Hyperledger 
Fabric manages authentication, authorization, and traceability. The InterPla-
netary File System (IPFS) is used for secure sharing of EMRs. The Internet of 
Medical Things (IoMT) achieves real-time monitoring of patients’ health 
characteristics. Finally, WebAuthn provides strong protection for used cryp-
tographic keys and cryptographic operations. 
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1. Introduction 

The paramount importance of medical record administration in enhancing the 
safety and treatment of patients has been emphasized by world health organiza-
tions such as the American Medical Association (AMA), the Office of the Na-
tional Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC), and the World 
Health Organization (WHO). Health data sharing enables patients to connect 
with healthcare service professionals to obtain medical history data, ultimately 
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allowing earlier diagnosis and appropriate treatment suggestions. The majority 
of healthcare organizations currently utilize centralized local databases to store 
the electronic medical records (EMRs) of their patients. However, these organi-
zations often neglect to address the issues of privacy and access control when it 
comes to medical information, leaving patients with limited access and no con-
trol over who has the privilege of accessing their medical data generated by la-
boratory or IoMT devices. Nevertheless, despite their utmost efforts to safeguard 
their client’s confidential data, this solution is plagued by numerous disadvan-
tages. Typically, people often seek many healthcare attribute providers over their 
lives, resulting in their electronic medical records (EMRs) being spread else-
where. This can lead to essential information not being accessible when it is 
most needed. This situation is common, even when the healthcare professionals 
for the patients are located in the same city. The situation will be most dire for 
individuals who seek medical services from healthcare providers in foreign 
countries. Patients often lack access to their complete medical records and have 
limited control over the authorization of data access. Consequently, there are in-
stances where confidential data is inadvertently disclosed, leading to detrimental 
consequences for the individuals affected, such as unemployment or heightened 
insurance costs. 

Classical cryptographic methods, such as encryption, digital signatures, and 
hash functions, provide fundamental components for effectively achieving cer-
tain essential security features, including secrecy, integrity, and authenticity. 
However, achieving additional security goals such as availability, transparency, 
immutability, and automation necessitates not only the use of many traditional 
cryptographic systems but also the incorporation of further solutions such as 
peer-to-peer networks, consensus algorithms, and smart contracts. 

To address these challenges, various emerging technologies such as Block-
chain, Hyperledger, and IPFS, have become readily available, facilitating the de-
velopment of secure systems for various applications, including those with novel 
and highly needed characteristics. This wide array of novel construction com-
ponents provides developers the ability to create safe structures for varied appli-
cations with more ease, including highly sought-after features. The unique quali-
ties of blockchains have sparked considerable interest and led to dramatic 
changes in various corporate applications, including medical care. According to 
[1], the Blockchain market in healthcare is anticipated to increase at a com-
pound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 52.48% between 2023 and 2028, passing 
from USD 2.37 billion in 2023 to USD 19.52 billion by 2028. 

Blockchain technology has effectively addressed several difficulties associated 
with the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) due to its decentralized processing 
architecture, data immutability, transactional security, and privacy features. This 
makes Blockchain a promising technology for the development of improved so-
lutions for protecting, accessing, delegating, and ensuring the confidentiality, 
integrity, and anonymity of patient records. 
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In this context, the primary aim of this study is to tackle the challenges asso-
ciated with existing electronic medical record management systems, especially 
pertaining to integrity, availability, and access control. In particular, the paper 
proposes a comprehensive and privacy-preserving framework, namely SEMR, 
for effectively sharing electronic medical records. To this end, the proposed 
framework encompasses several intriguing technologies, including Hyperledger 
Fabric, Hyperledger Indy, Self Sovereign Identity (SSI), InterPlanetary File Sys-
tem (IPFS), and Internet of Medical Things (IoMT). The main contributions of 
the proposed framework are summarized as follows: 
• We design a decentralized off-chain storage system for IoMT data, where 

Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) may be accessed from any location world-
wide. Using the IPFS technology allows EMRs to be effectively and securely 
safeguarded, guaranteeing the records’ confidentiality and immutability, and 
enhancing the scalability of EMR storage systems. 

• We present a blockchain-based solution for managing patients’ access con-
trol policy. To this end, we employ Hyperledger Indy to empower patients 
with complete authority and control over their EMRs. Moreover, we leverage 
Hyperledger Fabric to manage the patients’ access control delegations, enabl-
ing them to provide access to any individual or group at their discretion. 

• We devise a mechanism for remote patient monitoring and remote anonymous 
medical assistance. In this regard, IoMT is employed to achieve the monitor-
ing of patient’s health characteristics by healthcare professionals through the 
use of wearable linked devices. 

Contributions: 
The primary contribution of this paper lies in its proposition of an EMR 

management architecture designed to deliver a comprehensive suite of key fea-
tures. These include ensuring high levels of availability, confidentiality, and in-
tegrity, alongside implementing important functionalities such as zero-knowledge 
proof, ownership proof, revocation mechanisms, anti-correlation measures, and 
real-time capabilities. This architecture represents a significant advancement in 
addressing the multifaceted requirements of effective EMR management, prom-
ising enhanced security, privacy, and efficiency in handling medical data. 

The remainder of this article is organized in the following manner. Section 2 
presents a set of notions essential for comprehending the proposed approach. The 
framework architecture proposed for sharing medical records based on Hyper-
ledger Indy and IoMT is illustrated in Section 3. The literature review is offered 
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks and observations. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section, we discuss the preliminary aspects of the topic at hand. 

2.1. Blockchain Technology 

The blockchain technology was first introduced to address the issue of double 
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spending [2]. The blockchain operates as a decentralized network, facilitating a 
distributed and unchangeable log of transactions that are cryptographically 
signed and arranged into blocks. In the blockchain system, the connection be-
tween blocks is established by the utilization of a cryptographic hash function. 
This function ensures that each block is associated with the preceding block. 
Furthermore, these blocks are extensively dispersed across a decentralized net-
work without any centralized control, rendering it arduous to effortlessly intro-
duce a counterfeit block or challenge the legitimacy of a block. These qualities 
ensure that transactions on a blockchain network cannot be altered, allowing 
data to be stored without any modifications or ability to trace the record history 
[3]. Furthermore, every blockchain has a distinct consensus method to reach an 
agreement on a new block and safeguard against potential assaults, such as Sybil 
attacks [4]. The choice of a reliable entity to create a new block in blockchain 
may be determined using algorithms like as proof of work [5], and proof of stake 
[6]. Specifically, every block consists of two main components: a header and a 
body. The header encompasses essential information such as the date and the 
hash value of the previous block, which is instrumental in generating the hash 
value of the current block. On the other hand, the body of the block contains the 
recorded transactions. The data within a blockchain is decentralized and stored 
over a network of numerous computers, commonly referred to as nodes. 

2.1.1. Blockchain Characteristics 
The key characteristics and benefits of blockchain are detailed below. 

1) Ledger: Transactions in a blockchain, unlike traditional databases, cannot 
be edited or erased. 

2) Enhanced Security: Blockchain delivers inherent traceability, integrity, and 
availability. 

3) Lack of Trust: Even if blockchain nodes are run by parties who do not trust 
one another and have competing interests, a blockchain can meet its security 
standards. 

4) Decentralization: In traditional transaction management systems, transac-
tions are verified by a trusted agency. As a result, centralized services cause a 
number of concerns, including increased prices, performance issues, and sin-
gle-point failure. Transactions between two peers (computers) in blockchain are 
validated without the involvement of a central body. Consequently, decentraliza-
tion lowers the expense and danger of a single point of failure. 

5) Immutability: A blockchain is composed of interconnected blocks, form-
ing a sequential chain structure, whereby each block contains data pertaining to 
the hash of the preceding block. In the event that an individual, such as a hacker, 
attempts to modify the data contained within the preceding block, the integrity 
of the whole blockchain is compromised, rendering it invalid. Consequently, any 
modification or alteration may be promptly detected. This particular characte-
ristic serves to safeguard the integrity of the data. 

6) Transparency: All participants are granted equitable access to the block-
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chain network. Furthermore, all valid network transactions are available to all 
participants. As a result, blockchain data is transparent and easily verified. 

7) Traceability: Each transaction stored in the blockchain is given a time-
stamp. As a result, by evaluating the blockchain data with associated timestamps, 
users can trace the merchandise. 

8) Anonymity: A unique address allows each user to communicate with the 
blockchain network. 

9) Auditability: Because each transaction on the blockchain is saved after 
confirmation with a timestamp, the participant may simply review and trace past 
records by accessing any node in the blockchain. 

2.1.2. Blockchain Classifications 
There exist several classifications of blockchain. The following elaborates on the 
different classifications in a comprehensive manner. 

1) Public Blockchain (Permissionless): This network is open to all partici-
pants, allowing anyone to access and contribute to the public blockchain by 
reading and adding transactions [7]. Moreover, this network is accessible to an-
yone with an internet connection who possesses necessary authorization to en-
gage as a miner for the purpose of block mining. Upon a user’s entry into the 
network, it becomes possible for any individual to ascertain the existence of an 
entity associated with the given address, without being able to ascertain the spe-
cific identity of this entity. In this network, users have the capability to analyze 
transactions and engage in the process of block mining for the network. Ethe-
reum and Bitcoin are both illustrative instances of open blockchains. 

2) Private Blockchain (Permissioned): A private blockchain serves the same 
purpose as a public blockchain. In this particular blockchain framework, only a 
singular organization belonging to the same group is granted authorization to 
access and submit transactions [7]. Nevertheless, it is governed by access control 
regulations. Private blockchains are frequently employed in several domains 
such as electronic voting, Electronic Medical record (EMR) administration, and 
supply chain management. Hyperledger Fabric and Ripple exemplify private 
blockchain solutions. Access to a private network is restricted exclusively to in-
dividuals who have received an invitation from an authorized user. 

3) Consortium Blockchain: In this network, multiple groups in an organiza-
tion can read and submit transactions [7]. Furthermore, it is exclusively accessi-
ble to pre-registered groups of nodes. No operation can be carried out by a sin-
gle organization without the permission of other organizations. Consortium 
blockchains include Corda, Hyperledger Fabric, as well as Quorum. 

Table 1 presents various blockchain types together with some characteristics 
such as Access, Participants, Transaction Speed, Scalability, and Example. 

2.2. Hyperledger Indy 

Indy [8] is a permissioned public Hyperledger, allowing unrestricted access for 
reading while writing limited to authorized principals. The platform is estab-
lished based on Sovrin [9] and aims to provide a self-sovereign identity system 
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Table 1. Classifications of blockchain. 

 Public Private Consortium 

Gain Access All participants Single organization 
Multiple selected 

organizations 

Participants 
Anonymous and 
permissionless 

Known identities 
and permissioned 

Known identities 
and permissioned 

Transaction 
Speed 

Slow Fast Fast 

Scalability High Low/Medium Low/Medium 

Example 
Ethereum, Bitcoin, 
Hyperledger Indy 

Hyperledger  
Sawtooth,  

Hyperledger Fabric, 
Iroha 

Hyperledger Fabric, 
Quorum, and Corda 

 
that utilizes blockchain technology. For example, in Canada, it is used by the 
British Columbia Government to implement their eID solution [10] and share 
Electronic Medical Records [11]. 

The key role of Indy is to enable users to prove their ownership of their pro-
vided identity (a set of attributes). Every identity contains a Decentralized Iden-
tifier (DID) which is linked to one of the owner’s public keys and saved into the 
hyperledger. More precisely, Indy could be seen as a ledger that contains certifi-
cates linking DIDs to public keys and signed by a Trust Anchor TA. A TA is an 
individual or an organization (government, insurance, hospital, clinic, etc.) that 
are already known and trusted by the Hyperledger Indy. They act as certification 
authorities, adding a new Trust Anchor to the ledger. They have the right to 
write in the ledger. Whenever a TA delivers a document (an Identity) containing 
a fresh DID, they add a link (certificate) between the DID and its public key to 
Indy, as shown in Table 2. 

For instance, the first entry in the ledger attests that the identity owner con-
taining the DID 0

aD  is the one who knows the private key associated with 0
ak . 

The main information of this entry is “ aD , 0
ak , DID-TA,  

( ){ } 1
TA

0, ,DID-TAa a k
H D k

−
”, where DID-TA is the DID of the Trust Anchor that 

has signed this record. Indy contains many transactions having this kind of 
record. The same TA could sign many associations between DIDs and public 
keys, as shown in Table 2. 

The Hyperledger Indy also contains information related to TAs. We find a 
certificate for each trusted authority containing its DID, its service endpoint 
(URI or IP address, transport protocol, and port), public key, the schema of its 
delivered documents (the list of attributes that could be found in the credential), 
etc. Therefore, having the DID of a document, we can easily get the producer’s 
public key and join him through its service endpoint.  

Any part of an Identity could be considered as a credential containing claims 
implemented by a list of pairs (attribute, value). The credential also contains the  
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Table 2. Links between DIDs and public keys in the Indy Hyperledger. 

DID PUBLIC-KEY DID-TA ( ){ } 1
TA

DID,PUBLIC-KEY,DID-TA
k

Hash −  

0
aD  0

ak  1TAD  ( ){ } 1
TA1

0 0
TA1

, ,a a
k

H D k D
−

 

1
aD  1

ak  1TAD  ( ){ } 1
TA1

1 1
TA1

, ,a a
k

H D k D
−

 

bD  bk  
2TAD  ( ){ } 12

TA2
TA, ,b b k

H D k D
−

 

cD  ck  
3TAD  ( ){ } 12

TA3
TA, ,c c k

H D k D
−

 

        

 
proof of claims involving the issuer’s signature, as shown in Figure 1. 

Assume that an agent B wants to prove to A that he has an attribute included 
in a credential containing the DID Db; then, they need to proceed as follows: 
• The agent B sends the credential containing the DID Db to A. 
• The agent A reads from the Hyperledger Indy, the public key kb associated 

with the DID Db. 
• The agent A asks B to prove that he owns the private key associated with kb 

using a challenge-response protocol. Figure 2 gives an example of a simple 
challenge-response protocol, but it could be replaced by any other one in the 
proposed architecture. 

At the first step, A sends to B a challenge containing a fresh random number 
Na (called a nonce). At the second step, B returns the challenge signed using the 
appropriate private key 1

bk − . To verify if the challenge was answered correctly, 
the agent A checks if was signed using the private key associated with kb. 

DIDs and public keys are randomly generated by the document’s owner, in 
which the DID appears, and they are not necessarily correlated to the name of 
their owners, allowing them to receive anonymous services. 

To streamline the framework presentation, hereafter, we use 

( ){ }
1TA

0 0, , ,a a a a k
D k H D k

−

 

instead of 

( ){ }
1TA

0 0, , DID-TA, , ,DID-TAa a a a k
D k H D k

−

 

when DID-TA is clear from the context. 

2.3. Self-Sovereign Identity (SSI) 

Self-sovereign identification [12] emerged in 2016 as a digital identity paradigm 
that can enable secure and trusted online transactions by letting individuals and 
organizations to have control of their digital identities the way they do with their 
physical ones. With SSI, people can share the minimum required identity infor-
mation needed for a particular transaction without intermediaries. SSI recognizes  
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Figure 1. Credential format in Hyperledger Indy. 

 

 
Figure 2. Challenge-response protocol. 

 
that identification encompasses more than just the act of checking in. Identity 
may be broadened to include more applications via the use of verifiable attesta-
tions, known as credentials, to substantiate various aspects of one’s personal in-
formation. SSI employs credentials that are both verified and reliable. Immuta-
bility and control may be achieved by implementing IDs in a decentralized way 
on blockchains specifically intended for identity operations, such as Hyperledger 
Indy. 

2.4. Hyperledger Fabric 

Hyperledger Fabric [13] is an open-source blockchain framework, developed in 
2015 under the auspices of the Linux Foundation. The mentioned technology is 
a Hyperledger framework that facilitates fine-grained access management. The 
primary objective of this system is to function as a decentralized Hyperledger, 
possessing the capability to support a diverse array of applications and serve as a 
foundation for the development of Decentralized Applications (DApps). Hyper-
ledger Fabric serves as a fundamental framework for constructing applications 
or solutions with a modular structure. Hyperledger Fabric enables the seamless 
integration of components, such as consensus and membership services using a 
plug-and-play mechanism. 

2.5. Smart Contract 

Smart contracts [14] represent a substantial advancement in the field of block-
chain technology. According to [15], smart contracts were first introduced in 
1990 as a digital transaction protocol designed to execute the conditions of an 
agreement. Smart contracts are software applications that possess the ability to 
execute themselves, and are designed to define the regulations and limitations 
for transactions that occur within a blockchain system. The data is stored and 
performed on the blockchain platform to generate more information for the dis-
tributed ledger. The primary objective of smart contracts is to facilitate the au-
tomated execution of conditional transaction checks and enhance the speed of 
transactions. Many users lack control over smart contracts. Smart contracts are 
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employed in several industries, including healthcare, trade finance, voting, in-
surance, and shipping, among others. Hyperledger Fabric, alternatively referred 
to as Chaincode, is implemented in several programming languages such as So-
lidity, Java, Go, and JavaScript. A smart contract, once placed in the blockchain, 
possesses the characteristic of immutability, rendering it incapable of being al-
tered or eliminated. 

2.6. Inter Planetary File System (IPFS) 

The IPFS system [16] is constructed using open source software and functions 
on a decentralized network, where information is dispersed across many nodes 
instead of being centralized. IPFS’s content-addressing guarantees data integrity 
by assigning a unique hash to each file and block, therefore certifying that the 
content has not been altered. IPFS gets data from the closest or most efficient 
nodes, hence minimizing bandwidth consumption and enhancing performance. 
IPFS [16] files are stored as discrete entities known as objects, whereby each ob-
ject is interconnected with other objects through a system of links. IPFS signifi-
cantly propels the evolution of internet design by an immense distance. Content 
addressing, in contrast to HTTP, enables the separation of data from its specific 
server location, allowing for the loading of files from several servers simulta-
neously. IPFS employs a peer-to-peer approach to simultaneously fetch files 
from numerous sources, enabling the following: 

1) Fingerprinting data: Material identifiers (CIDs) provide a unique hash 
address to each item of material, data, or file, allowing to securely preserve it by 
“pinning” it. 

2) Storing and distributing content freely: The peer-to-peer based network 
connects several nodes, enabling location of all nodes containing the desired 
material and assisting others in discovering the owned information. 

3) Optimizing content delivery: IPFS utilizes local servers to cache and store 
data, resulting in more efficient distribution and delivery and reducing band-
width use. 

2.7. Electronic Medical Record (EMR) 

Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) [17] refer to a collection of both organized 
and unorganized data points that are maintained digitally inside healthcare pro-
vider offices or hospital facilities. Once curated, this data is an excellent source 
of information for constructing a patient chronology that includes the medical 
and treatment histories of patients. It is an electronic rendition of the physical 
charts found in the clinician’s or hospital office. 

3. Proposed Framework 

To enhance understanding of the framework’s diverse components, we intro-
duce them gradually. Initially, our focus is solely on integrating Hyperledger In-
dy, where we delve into a thorough examination of its characteristics. Following 
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this, we seamlessly incorporate additional technologies, including Hyperledger 
Fabric [13] and IPFS [16], and engage in a comprehensive discussion of their 
respective benefits. 

We start by introducing some key actors of the healthcare systems: 
1) Patients: 
The overarching goal of the framework is to empower patients with full con-

trol over their Electronic Medical Record (EMR). Access to their records should 
be limited to authorized individuals and is granted only when necessary. Simul-
taneously, patients should have the capability to remotely prove the ownership 
of their EMRs. 

2) Healthcare Attribute Providers (HAP): 
These entities encompass any attribute providers such as laboratories and In-

ternet of Medical Things (IoMT) devices, each of which is regarded as a trusted 
entity from the perspective of attribute consumers. It is essential for each entity 
to have its own public key duly registered in Hyperledger Indy by a trusted or-
ganization. For instance, the healthcare ministry might register the public key of 
laboratories in Indy. Additionally, alongside public keys, the registration process 
can include the authorization of attributes that any producer (IoMT, Laboratory, 
etc.) is permitted to generate. 

3) Healthcare Attribute Consumers (HAC): 
An attribute consumer pertains to any stakeholder in the health system, in-

cluding doctors or nurses, who seeks specific attributes related to a patient. Their 
primary concern lies in verifying the authenticity of attribute providers and con-
firming the ownership of patients. 

3.1. EMRs Management Based on Indy 

Traditional certification techniques, such as Certificate Authorities (CA) and 
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), have long been pivotal in upholding online se-
curity. However, they are no longer appropriate or sufficient for various con-
temporary application domains, particularly when addressing the intricacies of 
digital identities, including Electronic Medical Records (EMRs). Recognizing the 
evolving landscape, it is important to discern the constraints of conventional 
methods and explore alternatives offered by emerging technologies. For exam-
ple, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) presents specific limitations that can be ef-
fectively addressed by the Hyperledger Indy. Some of these limitations include: 
• Revocation: It is not immediate in PKI and necessitates a delay. 
• Correlation: Two HACs can collaborate to identify patients who have visited 

both entities. Moreover, when a patient provides two distinct EMRs to dis-
honest HACs, they can share them. 

• Selective Disclosure: Patients have the flexibility to withhold certain 
attributes from HACs. In fact, in some instances, only specific sections of the 
Electronic Medical Record (EMR) may be required for disclosure. 

• Zero-Knowledge Proof: Sometimes, patients may need to demonstrate that 
the value of an attribute (e.g. age) respects a specified property (e.g. age ≥ 18) 
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without divulging its exact value. 
• Key Rotation: Given the potential compromise of a private key, it is advisa-

ble to periodically change keys as a proactive measure to mitigate associated 
risks. 

As an emerging technology, Hyperledger Indy has been introduced to collec-
tively address these limitations, offering a self-sovereign solution tailored for 
digital identities. Additionally, being a blockchain-based solution, it inherently 
delivers heightened availability, traceability, transparency, decentralization, dis-
tribution, and immutability when compared to classical database systems com-
bined with traditional PKI. 

Hyperledger Indy: 
Let’s delve into a tangible example to showcase the practical application of 

Hyperledger Indy in EMR management. An overview of the proposed architec-
ture is illustrated by Figure 3 and further detailed in the following paragraphs. 

1) Initialization step: This phase is detailed by steps I.1 to I.3 of Table 3. 
In step I.1, the patient engages with the Healthcare Attributes Provider (HAP) 

to measure the values of specific attributes 1, , na a . Additionally, the patient 
provides a public key 0k , which will serve as the means for authenticating him-
self in subsequent interactions. 

In the patient’s wallet, the following information is securely stored: HAP, 

1, , na a , k0, and { }10 pwd
k − , as outlined in step I.2 of Table 3. This record em-

powers the patient to identify the HAP to which he provides attributes 1, , na a , 
along with the associated authentication key k0. The private key k0 correspond-
ing to k0 is also preserved in the wallet, safeguarded by a password pwd, which 
can be extracted from certain biometric features. 

The attributes’ names, values, and their corresponding sampling times are 
linked to k0 and stored in a local database of the HAP, safeguarded by a key k, as 
shown by step I.3. The key k may be derived from a password or, alternatively, 
or a random value protected by the public key of the HAP. 

It’s noteworthy that the patient is not required to disclose personally identifi-
able information (such as full name, social security number, address, etc.) and 
can maintain anonymity when interacting with both the HAP and the HAC. 

Subsequently, the tuples ( ) ( )1 1 1, , , , , ,n n na v T a v T  will be referred to as the 
Electronic Medical Record (EMR). 

2) Patient requests an EMR: This phase is detailed by steps D.1 to D.6 of Ta-
ble 4. 

At any point following the initialization step, the patient can remotely request 
specific attributes managed by a HAP. As illustrated in step D.1 of Table 4, the 
patient supplies their public key k0, used for authentication, an additional a DID 
and its key kb. The DID will be linked to the requested EMR through the HAP 
signature.  

In step D.2 of Table 4, the HAP prompts the patient to prove ownership of k0 
and kb by issuing a challenge NP. In response, the patient signs ( )0 , PH k N  using 
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Figure 3. EMRs management based on Indy. 

 
Table 3. Patient registers his attributes with HAP. 

Patient provides to HAP his attributes 1, , na a  and attach them to k0 

I.1 Patient  →  HAP  : ( ) ( )0 1 1, , , , ,n nk a v a v  

Patient saves in his wallet the necessary information allowing him to request the values 
of attributes 1, , na a  

I.2 Patient  →  Wallet : HAP, 1, , na a , k0; { }10 pwd
k −  

HAP saves in his database collected EMR and attaches it to k0 
I.3 HAP   →  HAP-DB : k0, ( ) ( ){ }1 1 1, , , , , ,n n n

EMR

a T a T kυ υ



, { }
ck

k  

 
Table 4. Indy-EMR: Patient requests an EMR from a HAP. 

The patient furnishes his identifier k0 to the HAP and requests an EMR containing 

1, , na a  and linked to DID and kb 

D.1 Patient →  HAP  : k0, DID, kb, 1, , na a  

HAP challenges the patient to prove that he is the owner of k0 and kb 

D.2 HAP  →  Patient : k0, Np 
D.3 Patient →  HAP  : ( ){ } ( ){ }1 1

0
0 , , ,

b
p b pk k

H k N H k N
− −

 

HAP links DID to kb and stores the result in Indy 

D.4 HAP  →  Indy  : DID, kb, ( ){ } 1,
p

b k
H DID k −  

HAP provides the requested EMR, protected by k, to the patient 

D.5 HAP  →  Patient : { },
k

M

DID EMR


, ( ){ } 1
pk

H M − , { }
0k

k  

Patient stores the requested EMR, protected by k, in his wallet 

D.6 Patient →  Wallet : { },
k

M

DID EMR


, ( ){ } 1
pk

H M − , { }
0k

k  

 
the private key associated with k0, signs ( ),b PH k N  using the private key linked 
to kb, and subsequently returns the concatenation of these results to the HAP in 
step D.3. 

Once the patient is successfully authenticated, the HAP proceeds to store, at 
step D.7 of Table 4, the association between DID and kb in the Indy ledger. Sub-
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sequently, in step D.5 of Table 4, the HAP transmits the requested EMR, secured 
by a randomly generated key k, itself encrypted by the patient’s public key. Fi-
nally, at step D.6 of Table 4, the patient saves the received encrypted EMR in 
their wallet. 

3) Patient provides attributes: This phase is detailed by steps P.1 to P.5 of 
Table 5. 

In step P.1 of Table 5, the patient retrieves his certified EMR from his wallet 
and encrypts it with a fresh random key k. This key k is itself encrypted by the 
public key kc of the HAC and appended to the transmitted message. 

In step P.2 of Table 5, the HAC extracts the DID from the received message 
and queries Indy to locate its associated kb in step P.3. Subsequently, the HAC 
prompts the patient to validate his ownership of kb by transmitting the DID and 
a nonce Nc in step P.4 of Table 5. Finally, during the step P.5 of Table 5, the pa-
tient signs the hash of the concatenation of the DID and Nc using the private key 
linked to kb and returns the result to the challenge of the HAP. 

The straightforward architecture depicted in Figure 3 brings forth a multitude 
of advantages resumed in Table 6. Patients wield complete control over their 
Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) through their wallets. Anonymity is pre-
served, as patients are not obligated to divulge their names to access healthcare 
services. The Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) techniques offered by Indy empower 
patients to validate specific properties related to their attributes without divulg-
ing the actual details (e.g., proving that the patient’s blood sugar level falls be-
tween 0.70 g/l and 1.10 g/l). Moreover, the architecture enables remote health-
care services, allowing the remote verification of EMR ownership. However, the 
availability, integrity, and confidentiality of EMRs are contingent on the protec-
tion measures implemented on different actors’ ends. 

Finally, it’s noteworthy that Indy also offers the revocation of DIDs in the 
event of a lost or compromised wallet. 

3.2. WebAuthn 

In preceding architecture of Figure 3, involved private keys are securely stored 
in wallets of actors (Patients, HACs and HAPs) in an encrypted format, with en-
cryption keys derived from biometric features or a user-generated password. 
This encryption ensures that even if a hacker gains access to the wallet’s con-
tents, decrypting the private key remains hardly attainable. Nonetheless, this 
protection can be jeopardized if a hacker installs keylogger (a malware that in-
tercept any keystroke) on the user’s smart device (smartphone, computer, tablet, 
etc.) to record its activities looking for the most vulnerable moment when the 
user enters the wallet password to capture it, enabling theft of the remaining 
private data contained in the wallet. 

An effective mitigation technique consists the wallet in a special cryptographic 
USB key (compatible with WebAuthn or Fido2) that also has the capacity of 
signing token such as a challenge or a key. This USB key is itself protected 
against lost or theft by built in fingerprint sensor that is used to unlock it. In 
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Table 5. Indy-EMR: Patient provides his attributes to HAC. 

Patient provides a protected EMR attached to DID to HAC 

P.1 Patient →  HAC  : { },
k

M

DID EMR


, ( ){ } 1
pk

H M − , { }
ck

k  

HAC looks for kb linked DID in Indy 

P.2 HAC  →  Indy  : DID 
P.3 Indy  →  HAC  : DID, kb, ( ){ } 1,

p
b k

H DID k −  

HAC challenges Patient to prove that he is the owner of kb 

P.4 HAC  →  Patient : DID, Nc 
P.5 Patient →  HAC  : ( ){ } 1,

b
c k

H DID N −  

 
Table 6. Features of the solution based on Indy. 
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Indy EMRs   ++ ++ ++       

• means that the proposed approach has the corresponding feature. 
• An empty case means that the proposed approach hasn’t the corresponding feature. 
• +++: high ++: medium +: low. 

 
other words, the signature of any token by a private key in the wallet cannot 
happen only after unlocking the USB key by providing the owner’s fingerprint. 

Hereafter, we provide additional insights into incorporating a WebAuthn USB 
key into the architecture depicted in Figure 3. 

1) Initialization step: This phase is elaborated in steps I.1 to I.5 as illustrated 
in Table 7. 

In step I.1, the patient interacts with their cryptographic USB to generate a 
pair of public/private keys (k0 and 1

0k − ), which locally stores the tuple (HAP, k0, 
1

0k − ), and returns k0 to the patient. The remainder of the protocol follows the 
process outlined in Figure 3, except that the patient is relieved from storing any 
private key in his wallet. 

2) Patient requests for attributes: This phase is detailed by steps D.1 to D.12 
of Table 8.  

The primary modification from the earlier protocol depicted in Table 4 is that 
whenever the patient requires a new pair of keys (e.g., in step D.1), they engage  
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Table 7. WebAuthn: Patient register his attributes with HAP. 

Patient asks his cryptographic USB to create a key pair and attaches it to HAP 

I.1 Patient   →  USB—Patient : HAP 
I.2 USB    →  Patient  : k0 

Patient provides the values of his attributes 1, , na a  to HAP and links them to k0 

I.3 Patient   →  HAP   : k0, ( ) ( )1 1, , , ,n na aυ υ  

Patient saves in his Wallet the provider, HAP, of his attributes 1, , na a  and his  
identification key k0 
I.4 Patient   →  Wallet  : HAP, 1, , na a , k0 

HAP stores, in his database, the attributes 1, , na a , their values, their collection times 
and their identification key k0 

I.5 HAP    →  HAP—DB  : k0; ( ) ( ){ }1 1 1, , , , , ,n n n

EMR

a T a T kυ υ



 

 
Table 8. Indy-EMR: Patient requests his attributes from HAP. 

Patient generates new pair of asymmetric keys 

D.1  Patient   →  USB—Patient : DID 
D.2  USB—Patient  →  Patient  : kb 

Patient requests attributes for patient identified by k0 

D.3  Patient   →  HAP   : k0, DID, kb, 1, , na a  

Patient proves his ownership of public keys k0 and kb via a challenge/response 

D.4  HAP   →  Patient  : k0, Np 
D.5  Patient   →  USB—Patient : HAP, H(k0, Np) 

D.6  USB—Patient  →  Patient  : ( ){ } 1
0

0 , p k
H k N

−
 

D.7  Patient   →  USB—Patient : ( ), ,b pDID H k N  

D.8  USB—Patient  →  Patient  : ( ){ } 1
,

b
b p k

H k N
−

 

D.9  Patient   →  HAP   : ( ){ } ( ){ }1 1
0

0 , , ,
b

p b pk k
H k N H k N

− −
 

HAP saves the link between DID and kb in Indy 

D.10  HAP   →  Indy   : DID, kb, ( ){ } 1,
pkbkH DID −  

HAP sends the EMR to patient in a protected form 

D.11  HAP   →  Patient  : { } ( ){ } { }1
0

, , ,
pk kk

M

DID EMR H M k−


 

Patient saves the EMR in his wallet 

D.12  Patient   →  Wallet   : { } ( ){ } { }1
0

, , ,
pk kk

M

DID EMR H M k−


 

 
with their USB. Similarly, when a participant needs to sign a message (as in steps 
D.5 and D.7), they interact with their USB. In these interactions, the participant 
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provides the identifier associated with the key and the message to sign, subse-
quently receiving the outcome of the signature. 

3) Patient provides attributes: This phase is as detailed by steps P.1 to P.7 of 
Table 9. 

The EMR is stored in the patient’s wallet, encrypted by a random symmetric 
key k, which is itself protected by the patient’s private key. To transmit this EMR 
to a HAC, the key k needs to be secured by the public key kc of the HAC, as 
shown in step P.1 of Table 9. However, if the patient decrypts { }

0kk  and en-
crypts it with kc while his wallet is compromised by a keylogger malware, the at-
tacker can expose k, subsequently revealing the content of the wallet. To address 
this vulnerability, a commutative encryption system like RSA can be employed.  

In such a system, { } { }{ }{ } { }{ }{ }10 0 10 0
c cc

k k kk kk k
k k k

− −
= = . The remaining steps of  

the protocol mirror those in Table 5; whenever a signature is required (as in 
P.5), the cryptographic USB is invoked. 

WebAuthn delivers robust protection for private keys and signatures, en-
hancing properties such as confidentiality, authenticity, and support for remote 
healthcare services that rely on proof of ownership through private keys. The 
additional benefits of WebAuthn are encapsulated in Table 10. 

3.3. IPFS 

As a distributed and decentralized file storage and sharing system, IPFS offers 
substantial advantages for applications such as Electronic Medical Record Man-
agement (EMRM), effectively addressing some of the limitations and challenges 
associated with traditional databases. Notably, since IPFS does not suffer from a 
central point of failure, and files stored redundantly at different levels, it signifi-
cantly enhances availability. Additionally, files in IPFS are referenced using their 
hash values, ensuring inherent integrity; any alteration produces a hash different 
from its address, facilitating the detection of changes. Furthermore, IPFS sup-
ports versioning, as changes to a file result in a new hash, the updated version is 
stored at a new address while retaining access to the previous version. Table 11 
summarizes the benefits of IPFS. 

Hereafter, we highlight the modifications involved by the integration of IPFS 
into the existing architecture. 

1) Initialization step: It will mirror Table 7, with the distinction being that 
EMRs will now be stored in IPFS, as depicted by Table 12. 

2) Patient requests for attributes: This phase is detailed through steps D.1 to 
D.19 as outlined in Table 13. 

The main modification from the previous protocol in Table 8 is that whenev-
er the patient requires a new pair of keys (e.g., in step D.1) or needs to sign a 
message (as in steps D.5, D.7, and D.10), he engages his cryptographic USB. He 
supplies the identifier associated with the key and the message to sign, subse-
quently receiving the outcome of the signature. 
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Table 9. Indy-EMR: Patient provides his attributes to HAC. 

Patient provides an EMR linked to DID to HAC 

P.1 Patient  →  HAC   : { } ( ){ } { }1, , ,
cpk kk

M

DID EMR H M k−


 

HAC retrieves the key kb associated to DID from Indy 
P.2 HAC   →  Indy   : DID 
P.3 Indy   →  HAC   : DID, kb, ( ){ } 1,

p
b k

H DID k −  

Patient proves ownership of kb via challenge/response 

P.4 HAC   →  Patient  : DID, Nc 
P.5 Patient  →  Patient—USB : H(DID, Nc) 
P.6 Patient—USB →  Patient  : ( ){ } 1,

b
c k

H DID N −  

P.7 Patient  →  HAC   : ( ){ } 1,
b

c k
H DID N −  

 
Table 10. WebAuthn contributions. 

Approach 
Features 
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WebAuthn +++ +++ +++ 

+++: high ++: medium +: low. 

 
Table 11. IPFS contributions. 

Approach 
Features 

EMR-Integrity Availability Versioning 

IPFS +++ +++ +++ 

+++: high ++: medium +: low. 

 
Table 12. WebAuthn-IPFS: Patient registers his attributes with HAP. 

Patient asks his cryptographic USB to create a key pair and attaches it to HAP 

I.1 Patient   →  USB—Patient : HAP 
I.2 USB—Patient  →  Patient  : k0 

Patient provides his attributes to HAB and links them to k0 

I.3 Patient   →  HAP   : k0, ( ) ( )1 1, , , ,n na aυ υ  

Patient saves in his Wallet information allowing to request his provides attributes 

I.4 Patient   →  Wallet   : HAP, 1, , na a , k0 

HAP protects and saves the values of collected attributes and their collection times in 
IPFS 
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Continued 

I.5 HAP    →  IPFS   : ( ) ( ){ }1 1 1, , , , , ,n n n k

F

a T a Tυ υ



 

HAP saves in his database the location of attributes attached to k0 

I.6 HAP    →  HAP—DB  : k0, H(F), { }
ck

k  

 
Table 13. Indy-WebAuthn-IPFS: Patient requests his attributes from HAP. 

Patient asks his cryptographic USB to create a key pair and attaches it to DID 

D.1  Patient   →  USB—Patient : DID 
D.2  USB—Patient  →  Patient  : kb 
Patient sends his identifier k0 to HAP requests his attributes 1, , na a  and asks him to 
link them do DID and kb 
D.3  Patient   →  HAP   : k0, DID, kb, 1, , na a  

HAP challenges patient to prove that he is the owner of k0 and kb 
D.4  HAP   →  Patient  : k0, Np 
D.5  Patient   →  USB—Patient : HAP, H(k0, Np) 

D.6  USB—Patient  →  Patient  : ( ){ } 1
0

0 , p k
H k N

−
 

D.7  Patient   →  USB—Patient : DID, H(kb, Np) 

D.8  USB—Patient  →  Patient  : ( ){ } 1
,

b
b p k

H k N
−

 

D.9  Patient   →  HAP   : ( ){ } ( ){ }1 1
0

0 , , ,
b

p b pk k
H k N H k N

− −
 

HAP asks his USB to sign the link between DID and kb and stores the result in Indy 
D.10  HAP   →  USB—HAP  : HAP, H(DID, kb) 
D.11  USB—HAP  →  HAP   : ( ){ } 1,

p
b k

H DID k −  

D.12  HAP   →  Indy   : DID, kb, ( ){ } 1,
p

b k
H DID k −  

HAP looks for the address of the EMR in his database and requests it from IPFS 
D.13  HAP   →  HAP—DB  : k0 
D.14  HAP—DB  →  HAP   : k0, H(F), { }

pk
k  

D.15  HAP   →  IPFS   : H(F) 

D.16  IPFS   →  HAP   : { }k
EMR  

HAP attaches EMR to DID and saves it in IPFS 

D.17  HAP   →  IPFS   : { } ( ){ } 1

1

, ,
pk k

M

F

DID EMR H M −




 

HAP sends to Patient the IPFS address of the requested EMR with its protection key 

D.18  HAP   →  Patient  : H(F1), { }
0k

k  

Patient saves the name of attributes, the address of their EMR and their protection key 
in his Wallet 
D.19  Patient   →  Wallet  : 1, , na a , H(F1), { }

0k
k  

 
3) Patient provides attributes: This phase aligns with the process outlined in 

Table 9, with an important divergence: the EMR is now stored in IPFS rather 
than the patient’s wallet. The patient provides the HAC with the EMR’s address 
and the associated protection key, as illustrated in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Indy-WebAuthn-IPFS: Patient provides his attributes to HAC. 

Patient provides to HAC the address, H(F1), of his EMR in IPFS as well as the key  
allowing to decrypt it 
P.1 Patient  →  HAC   : H(F1); { }

ck
k  

HAC retrieves EMR from IPFS and reads its DID 
P.2 HAC   →  IPFS   : H(F1) 
P.3 IPFS   →  HAC   : { } ( ){ } 1

1

, ,
pk k

M

F

DID EMR H M −




 

HAC retrieves the key kb associated to DID from Indy 
P.4 HAC   →  Indy   : DID 
P.5 Indy   →  HAC   : DID, kb, ( ){ } 1,

p
b k

H DID k −  

HAC challenges Patient to prove that he is the owner of kb 
P.6 HAC   →  Patient  : DID, Nc 
P.7 Patient  →  Patient—USB : H(DID, Nc) 
P.8 Patient—USB →  Patient  : ( ){ } 1,

b
c k

H DID N −  

P.9 Patient  →  HAC   : ( ){ } 1,
b

c k
H DID N −  

 
An abstracted version of the architecture using Indy, WebAuthn and IPFS is 

given by Figure 4. 

3.4. IoT 

Wearable healthcare IoT devices offer several advantages that significantly en-
hance patient healthcare, including continuous and remote monitoring, health 
data collection, early detection of health problems, fall detection, emergency re-
sponse, and more. Consequently, an Electronic Medical Record Management 
(EMRM) solution should possess the capability to seamlessly integrate these de-
vices. 

The existing architectures can be effortlessly enriched with IoT by considering 
it as a micro-HAP. However, some IoT devices may lack the capability to con-
nect to the internet and save data in platforms like IPFS. In such cases, a hub can 
bridge this gap, and the device (smartphone, tablet, etc.) containing the patient’s 
wallet may assume this role. 

Importantly, from a protocol standpoint, no modifications are required to in-
tegrate IoT devices. 

3.5. Smart Contract 

Smart contracts offer enhancements in both automation and security, providing 
benefits such as improved availability, immutability, transparency, and tracea-
bility. 

As illustrated in Figure 5, blockchains that support smart contracts, like Fa-
bric or Ethereum, can effectively manage access control. All permissions, en-
compassing Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) or Attribute-Based Access  
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Figure 4. Indy-WebAuthn-IPFS architecture. 

 

 
Figure 5. Access control using smart contract. 

 
Control (ABAC) rules, are stored within the smart contract. When service pro-
viders receive access requests (subject, object, access), they forward them to the 
Access Control (AC) smart contract. The smart contract validates whether the 
request is authorized and authenticates the subject, determining whether access 
should be granted. Upon a positive decision, a transaction is recorded in the 
blockchain as proof of acceptance. The transaction identifier (Tx_id) is then 
communicated to the service provider which grants or denies access accordingly. 

Additional insights into the progression of these steps are provided in Table 
15. In step S.1, the user sends a signed request incorporating the subject (S), ob-
ject (O), requested access (A), and a nonce (Ns) serving as the request identifier. 
Moving to step S.2, the service provider appends its own identifier (Np) to the 
request and submits it to the Access Control (AC) smart contract. The smart 
contract scrutinizes the user’s permissions rules, saved in the blockchain, to  
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Tab1e 15. Automation of access control using smart contract. 

S.1 Subejct   →  Service—Provider : Ns; ( ) ( ){ } 1, , ,
sk

M

S O A H M −


 

S.2 Service—Provider →  AC—Contract  : Np, Ns; ( ) ( ){ } 1, , ,
sk

M

S O A H M −


 

S.3 AC—Contract  →  Subject   : Nc, Ns 
S.4 Subject   →  AC—Contract  : ( ){ } 1, ,

s
c s k

N

N N H N −


 

S.5 AC—Contract  →  Blockchain   : Txid, Np, (S, O, A) 
S.6 AC—Contract  →  Service—Provider : Txid 

S.7 Service—Provider →  Blockchain   : Txid, Np, (S, O, A) 

 
determine if the requested access is authorized. If affirmative, a challenge- 
response protocol unfolds with the subject in steps S.3 and S.4. Upon successful 
authentication, a transaction ( idTx , pN , ( ), ,S O A ) is stored in the blockchain 
at step S.5. Finally, at step S.6, the transaction identifier is communicated to the 
service provider, enabling them to verify the result and make decisions accor-
dingly. 

3.6. Global Architecture 

Figure 6 summarize the proposed architectural design that adeptly integrates 
numerous emerging technologies pivotal for effective EMR (Electronic Medical 
Records) management. The figure not only showcases the intricate interplay 
between various components but also underscores their pivotal role in revolu-
tionizing EMR systems. 

4. Literature Review 

In this section, we review existing research on sharing EMR systems. The sur-
veyed approaches are classified based on blockchain types such as Hyperledger 
Indy, Hyperledger Fabric, Ethereum Blockchain, and Consortium Blockchain. 

4.1. Hyperledger Indy-Based Approaches 

The Healthblock architecture was designed by Abdelgalil and Mejri [11] with the 
aim of facilitating the secure exchange of Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) 
while ensuring the preservation of patients’ privacy. In order to achieve these 
objectives, a range of technologies have been integrated. IPFS is used to secure 
and disseminate EMRs in a decentralized off-chain storage system, ensuring the 
enduring existence of these documents. Hyperledger Indy, on the other hand, 
empowers patients with full authority over their EMRs. Lastly, Hyperledger Fa-
bric is responsible for managing patient-access control rules and delegates. 

4.2. Hyperledger Fabric-Based Approaches 

O. Attia et al. [18] propose a framework based on Blockchain technology to  
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Figure 6. Global architecture. 

 
enhance the security of healthcare applications. Using the Hyperledger Fabric, 
the proposed framework enables distributed secure access to all device data. The 
most significant shortcoming of this strategy is that it only solves a subset of IoT 
security concerns and does not consider IoT attacks. Abdelgalil and Mejri [11] 
used Hyperledger Fabric to propose Healthblock framework. Abdelgalil and 
Mejri [11] utilize IPFS in contrast to O. Attia et al. [18]. 

4.3. Ethereum Blockchain-Based Approaches 

Sun et al. [19] introduce a technique to effectively and securely archive electron-
ic medical records. The researchers utilize attribute-based encryption metho-
dologies in conjunction with blockchain technology to regulate access to digital 
health information. Electronic Medical Records are securely encrypted and 
stored within a distributed IPFS database. This approach ensures both privacy 
and scalability, since it avoids reliance on a single point of failure. Nguyen et al. 
[20] introduce a novel decentralized health framework that combines mobile 
edge computing and blockchain technology to facilitate data offloading and data 
sharing in dispersed hospital networks. They used a decentralized authentication 
system linked to a distributed IPFS store to enhance the quality of their service. 
Akkaoui et al. [21] introduce a safe health data sharing architecture called “Ed-
geMediChain” that utilizes blockchain technology in edge computing. The 
framework addresses the essential needs for scalability, security, and privacy in 
the medical ecosystem. A. Dwivedi et al. [22] present a hybrid strategy that en-
sures both data security and privacy. The presented system is commonly referred 
to as hybrid due to its integration of blockchain technology alongside the use of 
both private and public keys, as well as the incorporation of advanced crypto-
graphic functionalities. One of the drawbacks associated with this proposed ap-
proach is the restricted resources of blockchain technology, rendering it unsuit-
able for a significant number of IoT devices. There were other concerns pertain-
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ing to the expenses associated with blockchain technology, such the increased 
need for bandwidth and computational resources. Buccafurri et al. [23] present a 
method to integrate smart contracts and blockchain using the Attribute-Based 
Encryption (ABE) scheme. While this technique successfully implements access 
control and meet the objectives for service delivery with accountability, it is not 
compatible with systems that have computational limitations. 

Other contributions such as Sun et al. [19], Nguyen et al. [20], Akkaoui et al. 
[21], Dwivedi et al. [22], and Buccafurri et al. [23] have used the Ethereum 
Blockchain to provide their respective solutions. Furthermore, Sun et al. [19], 
Nguyen et al. [20], and Akkaoui et al. [21] all used IPFS in their suggested solu-
tions, however, Dwivedi et al. [22] and Buccafurri et al. [23] did not utilize IPFS. 
As for access control management, Sun et al. [19] and Buccafurri et al. [23] em-
ploy ABE, Nguyen et al. [20] utilize a smart contract-based, Akkaoui et al. [21] 
utilize RBAC, and Dwivedi et al. [22] rely on hashing encryption. 

4.4. Consortium Blockchain-Based Approaches 

Zhang and Wang [24] propose a consortium blockchain to facilitate the ex-
change of medical data. To establish access control, the implementation of 
attribute-based access control approach is used. This technique involves patients 
setting unique access rules for their medical records based on attributes, while 
record requesters are identified by a set of characteristics. Lin et al. [25] suggest a 
cryptographic strategy using blockchain technology for secure and confidential 
data transmission in the e-healthcare system. The proposed approach ensures 
data secrecy by concealing the condition inside the re-encryption key, prevent-
ing the proxy from acquiring any knowledge of the condition. Both Zhang and 
Wang [24] and Lin et al. [25] have used the Consortium Blockchain to provide 
their respective solutions. It is worth noting that Zhang and Wang [24] use IPFS 
in their suggested solution and ABAC for access control, however Lin et al. [25] 
did not utilize IPFS and use CPRE for access control. 

4.5. Other Approaches 

Nie et al. [26] introduce an innovative data-sharing system that utilizes block-
chain technology to enable safe and privacy-preserving profile matching. A 
bloom filter, using hash functions, is intended to authenticate the legitimacy of 
keyword ciphertext. The safe profile matching is accomplished by using the 
Key-policy attribute-based encryption (KPABE) method and smart contracts. Li 
et al. [27] propose a system to address the issues of medical data connectivity 
and resource sharing, enhance the efficiency and efficacy of illness diagnosis, 
mitigate the conflict between physicians and patients, and enable personal health 
management. Bai et al. [37] propose a method to integrate smart contracts with 
blockchain using the Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) technique. While this 
technique successfully implements access control and meet accountability crite-
ria for service delivery, it is not compatible with some systems due to computa-
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tional limitations. 
Kumar et al. [28] develop a new data-sharing framework called PBDL to ad-

dress the security and privacy concerns associated with ongoing communication 
over public networks. The system is meant to be both safe and efficient. In their 
further research, they also suggested optimization strategies [29]. E. M. Ab-
ou-Nassar et al. [30] suggest an architecture for IoT healthcare that provides 
trustworthiness by using smart contracts to check and validate the integrity of 
other nodes in the system. The arrangement is divided into four separate tiers. 
The first stage involves gathering data, calibrating sensor readings, and using 
actuators. Data transmission in the second layer takes place by using gateways 
and interconnecting networks. The health boundary between the technology and 
application levels corresponds to the third layer. The last stratum inside the 
networking protocol stack is sometimes referred to as the application layer. Ku-
mar et al. [31] suggest the use of decentralized off-chain storage as an efficient 
method to handle medical data related to patients. The medical data were kept 
on the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS), while the indexes were maintained on 
the blockchain. The suggested plan aims to ensure the coherence, soundness, 
and accessibility of medical data. 

F. Jamil et al. [32] propose a blockchain-driven system specifically developed 
to monitor patient vital indicators via the use of smart contracts. The system in 
question utilizes Hyperledger Fabric, a distributed ledger platform specifically 
built for corporate applications based on blockchain technology. Furthermore, 
the system provides patients with other advantages, including a lasting docu-
mentation of their medical background and effortless retrieval of their medical 
data from any location worldwide. S. Chakraborty et al. [33] present a method 
that combines blockchain with IoT technology. To guarantee the security and 
reliability of data communicated via IoT devices inside the healthcare system, it 
is necessary to deploy suitable procedures. The use of blockchain technology fa-
cilitates the identification of individuals participating in the transactions. Fur-
thermore, the healthcare industry has implemented the use of blockchain tech-
nology to ensure data security and privacy, as well as to provide healthcare pro-
fessionals with accurate and comprehensive patient information. An inherent 
limitation of using this method is its need to be implemented specifically inside 
the confines of this academic publication. 

Niu et al. [34] introduce a method that utilizes a permissioned blockchain 
framework in order to enhance the security of Electronic Medical Record (EMR) 
sharing. The system enables many users to search for information, guarantees 
data security by using attribute encryption using ciphertext, enforces precise 
access control, and effectively reduces the possibility of unauthorized doctors 
supplying false data by enforcing permitted access. In their study, Liu et al. [35] 
introduce BPDS, a system that utilizes blockchain technology to facilitate the 
exchange of electronic medical records (EMRs) while upholding privacy meas-
ures. In order to mitigate the risk of tampering with electronic medical records 
(EMRs), the primary EMRs are securely stored in cloud storage, with their ad-
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ministration governed by smart contracts. Additionally, the indexes of these 
EMRs are saved inside a consortium blockchain. Finally, Dubovitskaya et al. [36] 
propose a blockchain-driven framework specifically developed to streamline the 
sharing of electronic medical records (EMRs) with individuals diagnosed with 
cancer. Permissioned blockchain features were used to provide immutable, re-
sponsible, and highly comprehensive access control for EMRs. Within this spe-
cific architectural framework, EMRs undergo encryption and are thereafter 
stored on a cloud server, using the public keys of the corresponding patients. To 
retrieve the data, one must have the decryption key owned by the data owner. It 
is worth mentioning that among these approaches, only Bai et al. [37] and Ku-
mar et al. [31] employ IPFS in their proposed solutions. 

4.6. Comparative Analysis 

Table 16 presents a summary and comparison of existing work based on the 
technologies used. In particular, we compare existing work based on their use of 
the following technologies: Decentralized IoMT data, Hyperledger Indy, We-
bAuthn, Zero-Knowledge Proof for IoMT data, blockchain type, smart contract, 
blockchain stored data, Access control method, data Privacy, and IPFS technol-
ogy. 

We also evaluate the existing literature on sharing Electronic Medical Records 
with blockchain technology based on certain pertinent criteria as shown by Ta-
ble 17: 
• Self-Sovereign EMRs: Patients securely store their Electronic Medical 

Records (EMRs) in encrypted form, either inside their own wallets or in des-
ignated repositories. They exercise control over the access privileges of cer-
tain attributes within their EMRs, deciding who is authorized to read them 
and when such access is granted. In addition, Patients have full control over 
the configuration of Micro Laboratories; for example, patients configure Mi-
cro Laboratories to encrypt collected data and send it to specific frequencies 
or locations to save that data. 

• Anonymous Medical Assistance: The healthcare system aims to provide 
medical assistance while maintaining the privacy and confidentiality of pa-
tients. The use of this strategy would be highly advantageous if it facilitates 
patients’ ability to request anonymous assistance at any given moment. Pa-
tients diligently monitor a range of identity-related qualities, such as elec-
tronic medical records (EMRs), and exhibit just the essential information. 
For instance, individuals seeking a COVID-19 vaccination may be obliged to 
provide evidence of meeting certain criteria, such as surpassing a designated 
age threshold, possessing citizenship in the respective locality where the vac-
cine is sought, and confirming their prior non-receipt of the vaccine. In our 
architecture, patient can register with HAP and HAC using a random keys 
and DIDs making them anonymous. 

• EMR-Availability: Ensuring constant and universal accessibility to EMRs, 
regardless of device damage or destruction, is of paramount importance. 
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Table 16. Electronic medical records with blockchain technology. 
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Table 17. Comparative analysis. 
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1)  means that the proposed approach has the corresponding feature. 2) An empty case means that the proposed approach hasn't 
the corresponding feature. 3) +++: high ++: medium +: low. 

 
• EMR-Confidentiality: EMRs contain very sensitive information that, if 

leaked, might result in major consequences for their owners, such as job loss 
and increased insurance costs. 

• EMR-Integrity: It is imperative to guarantee that EMRs have not undergone 
unintended or intentional modifications. Without data integrity, EMRs are 
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rendered ineffective. 
• EMRs’ Access Control: Patients should have the capability to readily grant 

authorization for the disclosure of any medical information associated with 
their electronic medical records through the utilization of an EMR manage-
ment system. 

• EMR-Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP): Patients may benefit by displaying 
some characteristics associated with their personal traits while refraining 
from disclosing their individual beliefs. One such method of verification that 
individuals can employ is providing evidence of being above the legal age 
threshold of 18 years while refraining from explicitly revealing their specific 
age. In order to incorporate this particular functionality, several blockchains 
frequently employ Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP) techniques. 

• EMR-Selective Disclosure: If an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) com-
prises numerous attributes, a patient may choose to disclose only a subset of 
them or specific details related to particular properties. 

• EMR-Anti-Correlation: Various HACs entities should not have the capabil-
ity to collaborate and unveil additional information about shared patients by 
correlating their respective data. 

• EMR-Traceability and Audit: Having the ability to view all access and ver-
sions associated with an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) is valuable in di-
verse situations, such as gaining a deeper understanding of incidents when 
discrepancies occur. 

• EMR-Revocation: Patients have the option to revoke access to their Elec-
tronic Medical Records (EMR) in the event of key loss or any other valid 
reason. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper illustrates the integration of emerging building blocks, including 
hyperledgers (Indy, Fabric, etc.), WebAuthn, IPFS, and smart contracts, to con-
struct an Electronic Medical Records Manager equipped with compelling 
attributes such as zero-knowledge proof, anonymity, revocation, selective dis-
closure, remote ownership proof, and automation. Additionally, these building 
blocks significantly enhance classical security properties like confidentiality, 
availability, and integrity. 

As part of future work, our intention is to implement this architecture and 
conduct a comprehensive analysis of its performance and scalability. 
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